Abstract-The reputation of web services is calculated by aggregating user feedback ratings. Though reputation is a subjective metric, it can be considered as a good indicator about services Quality of Experience, and henceforth, it can be used for recommending services in an open ecosystem. In this work, we propose a three-phase process for evaluating web service reputation by aggregating user feedback ratings. The relationship between users and services is modeled as a bipartite graph where an adapted HITS (Hypertext Induced Topic Search) algorithm is employed to distinguish between honest and malicious users in Phase I. Then, this model is used to evaluate, in Phase III, the reputation of web services from user ratings after punishing malicious users in Phase II. An experiment on a dataset of real Web services was conducted to validate the effectiveness of the proposed model in evaluating Web service reputation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of services on the Web makes the selection of Web services a difficult task for building serviceoriented applications. Therefore, it is crucial to provide effective recommendation and selection techniques that recommend satisfactory and trustworthy services. In the literature, reputation is a widely-used mechanism that allows the recommendation of optimal services from users' point of view. That is, reputation is seen as a collective measurement of the opinion of a community of users regarding their actual experiences with web services [1] , [2] . Reputation reflects reliability, trustworthiness and credibility of web services and their providers [3] , which consider it as an important factor for service selection and recommendation [4] , [5] .
Many reputation assessment models have been proposed in the recent years (e.g. [3] , [6] , [7] ). In these models, reputation is calculated using all feedback ratings provided by users. However, these users can act maliciously, as in any open online system, and provide malicious feedback ratings. Obviously, malicious ratings lead to the presence of a bias towards positive or negative feedback ratings which influence drastically the evaluation of reputation and hence on the performance of the whole recommendation system.
In this paper, we propose a process for the detection of possible malicious users and the evaluation of service reputation after malicious users neutralization. We model the interactions between users and services as a bipartite graph.
The process applies at two rounds an adapted HITS Algorithm [8] (HITS stands for Hypertext Induced Topic Search) to evaluate the credibility values of users and the reputation values of services. The choice of this algorithm is motivated by its successful application in Web page ranking and graphbased analysis. The goal of the first Phase is the evaluation of users credibility values based on the majority voting model. An analysis of the dispersion of these credibility values allows the identification of a threshold that separates honest users from potential malicious users. The process neutralizes the effect of malicious users by excluding their feedback ratings from the next Phase evaluation of service reputation. Finally, the process reconstructs a refined model without malicious users and applies the HITS algorithm for a final evaluation of service reputation. The main contributions of this paper are the following:
• Proposing a HITS-based reputation evaluation process that enables: i) the detection of malicious users based on the majority voting model, and ii) the assessment of service reputation after the exclusion of malicious users feedback ratings.
• Conducting an experiment on a set of real-world web services to evaluate the proposed process against a selection of similar methods.
It is worth to mention that in some works of the literature HITS and graph-analysis algorithms have been successfully used for evaluating the reputation of services, but this algorithm, at the best of our knowledge, was not used for the detection of malicious users. This is further explained in the Related Work Section. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Section II exposes our model of the problem that we are tackling. Section III presents the proposed process to detect possible malicious users and to evaluate the reputation of services. Section IV describes the evaluation of the process. Before concluding and presenting some perspectives in Section VI, we discuss the related work in Section V. • U represents a set of users and S represents a set of services.
• W is the edge set. The edges are weighted and represent a feedback rating.
• Each edge connects a vertex in U to one in S. Figure 1 depicts an example of such graphs. Where, u i (i ∈ {1, 2, ...., n}) represents a given service user, and s j (j ∈ {1, 2, ...., m}) represents a service. The edge weight w ij represents the feedback ratings attributed by user u i to service s j .
The goal of this work is to estimate for each user u i ∈ U its credibility value c i , such that c i ∈ [0, 1]. And then, we estimate for each service s j ∈ S its reputation value r j such that r j ∈ [0, 1] which is an aggregation of all feedback ratings in W j s.t. W j = {w ij | ∀u i ∈ U and c i ≥ θ}. θ is a threshold above which user u i with credibility value c i is considered as a honest user.
It is worth mentioning that the aggregation function can be a simple union of feedback ratings or a process of evaluation that considers a number of factors (e.g. User credibility, Time sensitivity and Community maliciousness density) to assess the reputation [9] . For the sake of simplicity, the aggregation function in this work includes only feedback ratings and user's credibility to show that a two-phase Hits evaluation is able to fairly assess the credibility of users and then the reputation values of services.
III. REPUTATION EVALUATION PROCESS
We first present the overall process and then we detail each of its phases.
A. Overview
Unfair feedback ratings influence drastically on the evaluation of service reputation, especially if theses ratings are attributed by malicious users [3] . A possible solution for fairly evaluate service reputation consists in identifying malicious users, and then neutralizing their negative effects by neglecting their feedback ratings during the assessment of reputation. The process that we propose for services reputation evaluation goes through three phases as depicted in Figure 2 .
Phase 1 is a HITS-based evaluation of user credibility where we apply an adapted version of the HITS algorithm to evaluate theirs credibility values. These values enable, in phase 2, the identification of two classes of users; Honest and malicious users.
Phase 2 is statistical-based identification of the threshold which is used to separate honest and malicious users. Feedback ratings attributed by malicious users are discarded from the set of feedback ratings. This set is used, in phase 3, to evaluate the reputation of services.
Phase 3 is a second round of service reputation evaluation using the results obtained in selected in phase 2.
The algorithms of each step of the process are given in the following subsections.
B. Phase 1: Credibility Evaluation
The HITS algorithm is a link analysis algorithm, proposed by Kleinberg [8] , to rank web pages based on link structure among them. The algorithm defines two main concepts; Authorities and Hubs. An authority is a Web page with a lot of inbound links, which means that it is a web page which is highly reliable and holds informative data and many other web pages index it. A hub page is a web page that serves as an organizer of information on a given topic and points to many good authority pages on a particular subject. HITS assumes that an authority is referenced by many hubs while a hub references many authorities.
The same idea is applicable to the evaluation of user credibility and service reputation; a user rates many services, while a service receives feedback ratings from many users. By applying this idea on the bipartite graph G introduced in Section II, the reputation R j of service S j is given by Equation 1.
Where U j denotes the subset of users that have assigned a feedback rating for service S j , and |U j | is its cardinality. In the first iteration C i initialized with 1.
After the second iteration, the credibility C i of user u i ∈ U is given by the Equation 2.
Where S i denotes the subset of services that are rated by user i. The credibility of user u i is the average of all the ratios between the feedback rating given by the user for each service and the reputation of that service which was calculated in the previous iteration. If the feedback w ij is close to what the majority have assigned to the web service, represented by the reputation R j , the ratio increases and consequently the credibility of the user improves.
Algorithm 1 evaluates the reputation of services (using Eq. 1) considering initially that all users are honest (with credibility values all equal to one). Then, it updates the credibility of each user based on the comparison between its feedback and the reputation of the service using Eq.2. Then, the algorithm starts another iteration of evaluating the reputation of services based on the updated credibility values and after that evaluating credibility values based on the new reputation values. The algorithm stops the evaluation when the values of reputation and credibility are stabilized or when a maximum number of iterations is reached.
C. Phase 2: Malicious Users Identification and Neutralization
The first round of applying HITS algorithm (phase one) allows an initial evaluation of service reputation and user credibility. In the second phase of the evaluation process, we analyze the credibility of users to identify potential malicious users. The iterations of the HITS algorithm evaluate the credibility of users based on the majority voting model which leads to group similar users together with very close credibility values. Analyzing the dispersion of these values can identify one group or two groups of users (i.e. Honest and/or Malicious users). The identification of these groups goes through the following steps:
1) Sort credibility values (Vector C).
2) Compute the mean μ of these values s.t. . θ is the threshold that separates between the two groups. In this case, the group with the lowest arithmetic mean is the group of malicious users.
This phase ends with the elimination of all malicious users whose credibility values belong to the group with the lowest arithmetic mean. This task (described in the first part of Algorithm 2) ends with the removal of all malicious users form the set of users U and consequently the elimination of all edges between theses users and the ranked services.
D. Phase 3: Final Evaluation of Service Reputation
After the identification of possible malicious users and the neutralization of their effects by excluding their feedback in Phase 2, a new model is constructed from the updated user and service sets. A second round of HITS algorithm allows a final evaluation of service reputation.
Algorithm 2 defines the process of excluding possible malicious users in the beginning, and constructing the refined model to evaluate the reputation of services from feedback ratings of the remaining users. The algorithm updates iteratively both new credibility values and service reputation values until the stabilization of values or the maximum number of iterations is reached. The output of this phase is the set of final service reputation scores.
IV. EVALUATION
To evaluate the proposed HITS-based reputation evaluation process, we conducted an experiment on a set of real Web services. We compare our results (results with and without malicious user neutralization) with three reputation evaluation methods from the literature.
A. Performance Comparison
We compare the performance of the proposed evaluation method with the the following reputation assessment methods:
1) The Average Method (labeled in this experiment as: Average): The average algorithm takes the mean of all explicit feedback ratings as a reputation value. It is widely used in commercial services like Amazon [10] .
2) The approach used by Wang et al [3] (labeled in this experiment as: Cusum), where the reputation score q(s j ) of a service s j is assessed as follows:
where, r i represents the i − th feedback rating, and n represents the number of feedback ratings. The approach assesses reputation value using only pure feedback ratings (fair ratings or adjusted malicious ratings), because the approach applies a malicious feedback ratings prevention scheme based on the Cumulative Sum Method (CUSUM). The CUSUM monitors n feedback ratings sample interval. For each sample interval, they assign a score Z(y i ) which is assessed as follows:
where, rating feedback sample intervals are represented by {y 1 , .., y n } and the variable y j (
. μ 0 and μ 1 are the mean feedback rating traffic before and after the change. When a sample interval is available, the CUSUM f i is updated as follows:
if f i ≥ h then a positive shift occurs in the n − th sample which means that there is an abnormal detection point (presence of malicious feedback rating). In our implementation of this scheme, we set h to 0.7 (this is based on the authors experiment settings).
3) The approach proposed by Mekouar et al. [11] (labeled in this experiment as: TrustWS), where the reputation of a web service is assessed as the difference between positive and negative feedback ratings divided by the sum of both. Reputation is set to 0 when the sum of feedback ratings equates to 0. This approach do not include the credibility of users for reputation assessment. These three methods are compared with the initial results (labled HITSW) obtained in phase one without the neutralization of malicious users, and the final results (labled HITSN) obtained in phase three after the neutralization of malicious users.
B. Evaluation Metrics
In order to measure the quality of the evaluation provided by our process in comparison with other methods, we have used two metrics: Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root-Mean-Squared-Error (RMSE).MAE is a quantity that measures how close are the estimations (predictions) to the eventual outcomes. MAE is defined in Equation 3 . RMSE quantifies the difference between predictions and eventual outcomes. RMSE gives a relatively high weight to larger errors. It is defined in Equation 4 .
In Equations 3 and 4:
• n represents the number of tested services.
• R i denotes the actual reputation (reputation which is calculated by aggregating simulated feedback ratings).
•R i denotes the estimated (predicted) reputation calculated by the proposed method (or selected methods from the literature) We note that MAE gives equal weights to all the individual differences. But, when large errors are particularly undesirable, RMSE is more useful, because it gives high weights to large errors [12] . In addition to the MAE and RMSE metrics, we have used the Precision and Recall metrics to evaluate the identification of malicious users.
C. Data Collection
The used web services in this experimentation are extracted from WSDream [13] and QWS [14] datasets. WSDream dataset holds a set of 5825 web services each with two QoS values (response time and throughput) that are given by 339 users in different locations. QWS dataset holds 365 web services with 9 QoS metrics including: Response time, Availability, Throughput, Successability, Reliability, Compliance, Best Practices, Latency, and Documentation.
We have used in our experiment a single set of services that constitutes the intersection of the two datasets (services that belong to the two datasets). Indeed, we have matched the services from the first dataset with the services in the second dataset by comparing their URIs, names, and WSDL file sizes. The obtained set is composed of 409 services (53 services are redundant but with different endpoints and QoS metrics), for each service, we have used the values of response time and throughput that are provided by the 339 users from the WSDream dataset. For the seven other QoS metrics (availability, documentation,etc.), we have used the values provided by the QWS dataset. These values are static for all users. It allows us to maximize the number of QoS metrics with different response time and throughput values.
D. Feedback Rating Simulation
Due to the limited number of feedback rating data, in the selected web services and in order to evaluate our process in a reliable way, we have enriched the collected data with additional feedback rating values. To do so, as several web service reputation management approaches (e.g. [6] , [15] , [16] ), we have simulated the interactions between a set of 339 users and the 409 web services. At the end of the interaction, for each user, we generate feedback values for its consumed Web service.
However, each service has an actual performance level used to quantify quality perception. In our experiment, it represents on a scale of 10 how good is the overall quality provided by the service. We denote the actual performance level as PerfVal. It can be calculated based on a utility function of the delivered service [17] . Our utility function is based on the root mean square. The latter is a measure of the magnitude of the scaled QoS metrics. Thus, PerfVal of service s i is assessed as follows:
where, k is the number of used QoS metrics (9 in our experiment). Scal(Q i,j ) is the scaling function, which is defined by Equation 6 , if the quality is positive (i.e., the higher is the value the higher is the quality), and by 1 minus the same formula otherwise.
Scal(Q
Min(Q j ) and Max(Q j ) are respectively the minimum and maximum recorded values of the quality Q j .
We have two kinds of users: honest and malicious users. In practice, honest users rate a service based on its PerfVal within the interval [Max(0, PerfVal − 2), Min(PerfVal + 2, 10)] [6] . For instance, if PerfVal=7, honest feedback ratings could be 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. The deviation with ±2 from PerfVal represents the natural variation between user opinions. We take this assumption in our simulation. For the honest users, we generate randomly values in this interval, and the malicious users randomly rate the same service outside the interval (always on a scale of 10). For the previous example, malicious feedback ratings could be 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 10.
Moreover, Whitby et al. [18] and Malik et al. [6] claim that high maliciousness densities are unrealistic in real world applications. Thus, we use in this simulation different malicious user densities that varies in the interval [5% -40 %].
We have conducted 10 rounds of simulation to calculate the reputation of the selected services with our HITS-based 
E. User Credibility Evaluation
Using the configuration described previously, we have run many simulation instances applying Algorithm 1. In each run, we varied the maliciousness density and we observed the results of evaluating user credibility. Figure 3 depicts an instance of user credibility evaluation obtained by our HITS-based model, with 20% as maliciousness density (i.e. 20% of users are malicious in the system). As we can see, two clusters are automatically generated; the first with high credibility values (credibility ranges between 0.8 and 0.9) which represent honest users, and the second with low credibility values (credibility ranges between 0.45 and 0.58) which represents malicious users.
Moreover, by varying the malicious density between 5% to 40%, we found that precision and recall of identifying malicious users is always 100%, which means that our first HITS-based algorithm accurately identify malicious users.
F. Service Reputation Evaluation
We applied our process to evaluate the reputation of Web services using the generated feedback ratings. We run many instances varying the malicious density. For illustration we show the reputation values of 30 services. Figure 4 depicts a comparison between (1) the ideal reputation (aggregartion of PerfVal), (2) the reputation of the candidate methods (namely (TurstWS, Cusum)) and (3) the reputation values obtained by applying our process without Malicious neutralisation (HITSW), and the reputation values obtained by applying the neutralisation of malicious users (HITSN in red color). As we can see, the closest results to the ideal reputation is the results obtained by our process with malicious user neutralisation. This observation is remaining correct for all other services during all simulation runs with different malicious rates.
G. Results and Discussion
Table I summarizes a comparison between MAE and RMSE obtained by our model (HITSW (evaluation without neutralization of malicious users), and HITSN (evaluation with neutralization) and the other candidate methods. From this table, we can observe that our two-phase model gave smaller MEA and RMSE values, indicating better accuracy consistently, with precision of 99% (P recision = 1 − MEA). Moreover, the application of Algorithm 1 without excluding malicious users gives results close to those obtained by the average algorithm.
Another important observation is the steady evolution of RMSE with different densities of malicious users with HITSN. In contrast to all other methods, which are very sensitive to the change in maliciousness density, our method gives good performance scores with all densities, even with the highest one -with 40% of malicious users, RMSE is 3.32, which is very close to the lowest score (3.04). We can say that according to these results, we may safely use the proposed process to correctly evaluate the credibility of users and the reputation of services.
H. Threats to Validity
In our evaluation, we have used a dataset with a quite limited number of services. Using a larger dataset would give more accurate results. But unfortunately, we did not found any other datasets with real-world data. We tried to mitigate this threat by performing many simulations.
In a real world application, results using this process can be sensitive to the number of the feedback ratings which is known as the cold start problem. To overcome this threat we propose to generating hypothetical feedback ratings from service QoS using simulations. This rating allows an initial reputation evaluation which will be replaced progressively when real feedback ratings will become available (received by real users). In addition, even that we used only two factors in the evaluation of the service reputation, it is still Although the proposed process is essentially applied to the evaluation of web service reputation, it is possible to generalize the process to any kind of services or software APIs in general.
V. RELATED WORK Trust and reputation management became a topic of interest in many research fields. Several papers (e.g. [19] ) survey the existing academic and commercial reputation systems. Most of these works address the problem of aggregating many factors to fairly assess the reputation and trust of the interacting elements (e.g. services and users).
Among the similar approaches, Conner et al. [20] introduce a reputation-based trust management framework that makes a customized trust level assessment of client requests based on shared feedback ratings using caching mechanisms.
Mokarizadeh et al. in [21] propose to use service reputation scores for improving the quality of automatic service selection and composition. They assess the reputation of a service based on analysing relationships in a social network model. Though these approaches provide mechanisms for reputation evaluation, they do not provide any solution for detecting maliciouobtentions users.
Malik et al. in [6] propose a decentralized reputation system for web service orchestrations called RateWeb. The proposed system is based on a peer-to-peer (P2P) service model where each peer (service) is a consumer and a provider of services. Each peer can calculate and update the reputation of the other peers. Thus, the reputation value of a service can be evaluated in regards to a user perspective, which gives different values for the same service. This observation remains correct for user credibility evaluation. In our work, we refer to a majority voting model that collaboratively identifies malicious users and neutralizes their negative feedback ratings.
The authors in [22] have proposed a trust and reputation management system for peer-to-peer systems, and for web service environments (TrsutWs) in [11] . TrustWs enables to select web services based on the feedback gathered from past transactions. They assess the reputation of web services as the ratio of the difference between positive feedback (issued from satisfactory transactions) and negative feedback (issued from unsatisfactory transactions), and the sum of all feedback values. However, this work do not provide any mechanism to deal with malicious users and subjective ratings, which weakens the reliability of the system.
Wang et al. propose a reputation measurement and malicious feedback rating prevention scheme employing "Bloom Filtering" to enhance the recommendation performance [3] . This allows to identify the IP addresses with offending feedback ratings and filter them out. They propose to detect malicious feedback ratings by using the Cumulative Sum Control Chart. After that, they reduce the effect of subjective user feedback preferences by employing the Pearson Correlation Coefficient. At the end, they measure the reputation of services based on the former ratings, and store the calculated reputation scores in the repositories to be used for service recommendation. In our work, we do not identify IP addresses of malicious users, but we iteratively refine the users' credibility score and service' ranking score until the stabilization of these values and obtaining of the final service reputation score.
Limam and Boutaba [17] proposed a framework for reputation-aware service selection and rating. It allows to automate the selection and the rating of software services. They introduced an algorithm that acts as a user-centric and reputation-aware service recommender. It enables to determine a services suitability to a particular users preferences in terms of quality and cost. In addition, the authors proposed a rating function which provides objective feedback on a delivered service without human intervention. They have also introduced a reputation derivation model that aggregates all of the feedback into an overall reputation score. We argue that with the existence of malicious and subjective feedback rating, their framework and model can not predict easily accurate feedback ratings in real web services environments.
The user credibility is widely addressed in the literature. In [23] an algorithm is proposed to adjust customer (for products) credibility values by feedback considering the rating consistency. They combine customer credibility together with originally assigned ratings. [24] have shown how the incorporation of user credibility into the recommendation process can enhance the relevance of results recommended by the HeyStaks system. The authors in [25] have proposed six reputation-based algorithms, where the users' reputation is determined by the aggregated difference between the users' ratings and the corresponding objects' rankings.
Compared to all these works, our solution is based on the evaluation of user credibility and service reputation using only fair feedback rating based on a majority voting model. In addition, we propose an algorithm that identifies and neutralizes the effect of potential malicious users, which enables the improvement of evaluation accuracy.
VI. CONCLUSION To overcome the effect of malicious users on the evaluation of Web service reputation, we proposed an adapted HITS-Based reputation process built on the implicit behaviors of service users. Firstly, the proposed process evaluates the credibility of users based on the majority voting concept using an updated HITS analysis. These credibility values enable the identification of malicious users which are excluded by the process in the second phase. The process uses the HITS-based model once again to evaluate service reputation values from feedback rating given by the remaining users. The convergence of the process was analyzed and experimented on real Web service datasets while comparing our results with a set of existing similar methods. We demonstrated that our approach provides more accurate results and is more efficient than the other methods.
As a future work, we plan to run more experiments to compare the proposed model with other methods. In addition, we plan to extend the model in order to allow the prediction of service reputation from its Quality of Service attributes, through which we can find a solution to the whitewashing and cold start problems.
